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HOME IS PLEASED TO PRESENT SAFE - 

MAJOR NEW GROUP EXHIBITION TAKING TODD HAYNES’ SEMINAL FILM AS 

STARTING POINT FOR A SERIES OF NEW COMMISSIONS IN MOVING IMAGE, 

SCULPTURE, PRINT, WRITING AND PERFORMANCE  

 

Saturday 14 Nov 2015 – Sunday 3 Jan 2016 

Preview Friday 13 Nov 2015 

• Presenting five major new commissions, by Clare Makhlouf Carter, Chris Paul Daniels, 

Yoshua Okón, Camilla Wills and Turner Prize nominee James Richards 

• Accompanied by existing work by artists including Michael Dean, Sunil Gupta, Laura 

Morrison and Jala Wahid 

• Curated by Professor Sarah Perks, HOME’s Artistic Director: Visual Art and independent 

curator Louise O’Hare  



 

• One in a series of exhibitions at HOME taking a classic and influential film as inspiration 

• Accompanied by Transactions of Desire: Are you allergic to the 21st century, a 

publication of new work by artists and writers including Hannah Black, Sarah Harrison, 

Peter Kingstone and John Walter, edited by Louise O’Hare and Sarah Perks 

 

HOME is pleased to present a major new group exhibition inspired by auteur filmmaker 

Todd Haynes’ critically acclaimed motion picture Safe – featuring Julianne Moore as 

Carol White, an affluent suburban housewife in the San Fernando Valley, LA.   

 

Safe shows Carol’s slow decline as she becomes increasingly allergic to everyday 

domestic products and routine activities, eventually moving to an enclosed community 

in New Mexico.  Set in 1987, the film can be seen as an oblique response to the AIDS 

epidemic.  A critique of patriarchy and a reflection upon the appeal of self-help gurus 

and communities – the themes of the film are as relevant now as they were then. 

Ambiguous and refusing a straight-forward reading, this understated sci-fi considers 

social etiquettes, invisible labour, symptom and cure, infection, and the conflation of 

the psychological and the physical.   

 

Claire Makhlouf Carter’s performance events and interventions take place in art 

openings, seminar rooms, conferences, and off-site spaces, and have featured sniffer 

dogs, presenters, military mercenaries, fairground workers, forensic psycho-physiologists, 

and carpet pickers. Often employing temporary workers, a concern with drawing out 

the internalised and embodied complexities of social and institutional relations runs 

throughout Carter’s work. 

 

Chris Paul Daniels is producing a new installation - part institutional critique, part self-help 

guide, this new audio work questions the expectations of the gallery space to deliver 

a transformative experience. The work also has a soundtrack by Manchester-based 

electronic music producer Graham Massey (808 State, Biting Tongues).  

Yoshua Okón will present a new digital film installation - The Art of Living - developed 

from a series of scripted scenarios taking place in show homes in Greater Manchester. 

Co-written with curator Sarah Perks, a series of incidents inspired by the script of Safe 

explore the physical and psychological disintegration of the suburban dream.  



 

 

James Richards’ new commission has just completed principle photography in Berlin; 

shot on 16mm, James is directing a series of portraits that will form the basis of an 

installation featuring unnerving prosthetic mutilations. Combining still life, archive 

footage and original imagery, the works’ references range from Giuseppe Arcimboldo 

to Sharon Lockhart.  

 

Camilla Wills’ new installation for Safe will develop her engagement with the act of 

printing, which becomes a space for interrogating the processes of spread, 

permeability, diffusion and new meaning. Her work in print, installation, moving image 

and text considers gendered moments of infection and contact, conviction and hope, 

through readings of theory, art and medical histories. 

Safe will also include a sculptural installation and new moving image work by Laura 

Morrison, referencing an outside narrative and telling a story that is not quite hers 

through found photography, Google maps and the publishing of email exchanges. 

Probing the ethics of social encounters – expectations and assumptions – in an online 

environment, Morrison questions the line between the public and private, the friendly 

and soliciting.  

 

In addition, the exhibition will also present Sunil Gupta’s photo-series Pretended Family 

Relationships (1988), a work responding to Clause 28 which forbade the representation 

of homosexual relationships; an installation of Michael Dean’s concrete objects – silent 

works that disrupt the legibility of language and form; and sculpture by Jala Wahid,  

pushing material hierarchies with her seductive visceral practice.  

 

Sarah Perks comments: "This exhibition encompasses what HOME is all about, bringing 

together a diverse set of artists from around the world, with new contemporary 

commissions, to debate – in an accessible and meaningful way – aspects of our current 

climate. Carol White is a central figure that acts as an alibi for us to actually talk openly 

about how we might be allergic to the 21st century. Whether we identify with her 

character or not, we are confronted with our own fears and prejudice."  

 

Louise O’Hare adds: “We've been talking a lot about the film as a critique of the 



 

alienation produced by consumer culture and discussing how it sat as this painfully silent 

response to the AIDS epidemic – the belated heterosexual response to the crisis, as well 

as the looming threat of climate change which permeates the film. In some of the 

original trailers Safe comes across as this body horror show – and that’s right too. You 

can see it as a sci-fi, a satire. Its continued resonance – in terms of invisible work, the way 

society deals with the diseased or fragile body, environmental trauma, and feminism – 

made it a rich starting point for the exhibition and book." 

New publication title: Transactions of Desire: Are you allergic to the 21st century, edited 

by Louise O’Hare and Sarah Perks, will feature new work for the page by the artists 

included in Safe and others including Hannah Black, Sarah Harrison, Peter Kingstone 

and John Walter. 

Taking the form of a self-help book, and reflecting on dialogue used in the film Are you 

allergic to the 21st century will reflect upon the forms, languages motivations and 

yearnings of commodified self-help culture. Artists and writers are concerned with the 

problematics of legitimacy, patriarchal structures, embodied knowledge and 

autodidacts, invisible labour, the space between device and user, self-love and 

alienation, and recent critiques of white feminism.  

Special thanks to adviser Omar Kholeif, Senior Visiting Curator at HOME.  

 

- ends -  

 

For further information please contact: Elisa Ruff, HOME Senior Media and 

Communications Manager, +44 (0)161 200 1529, or elisa.ruff@HOMEmcr.org 
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NOTES TO EDITORS 

HOME, Manchester’s new centre for international contemporary art, theatre, film and books officially 

opened its doors this May. Designed by Dutch architects Mecanoo and featuring a 500-seat theatre; a 150-

seat flexible theatre; a 500m2, 4m high gallery space; five cinema screens; digital production and 

broadcast facilities; a café bar and restaurant, HOME was formed from the merger of two of Manchester’s 

best-loved cultural organisations, Cornerhouse and the Library Theatre Company. Inheriting and building 

upon their artistic legacies, HOME is predicted to receive 500,000 visits per year, adding significantly to the 

revenue contributed by Manchester’s cultural venues to the local and regional economy. It forms the 

cultural heart of the £500m First Street regeneration project off Whitworth Street West in Manchester City 

Centre, with the 20 acres development being brought forward by Ask Property Developments, Manchester 

City Council’s development partner for the project. Manchester City Council has committed £19 million to 

fund the creation of HOME. The overall budget for the project is £25 million, with £5 million being met by Arts 

Council England Lottery funding and the remainder by fundraising. £250,000 has already been contributed 

by the Garfield Weston Foundation and £150,000 by The Granada Foundation. The patrons of HOME are 

Danny Boyle, National Theatre Artistic Director Nicholas Hytner, actress Suranne Jones, playwright and poet 

Jackie Kay CBE, artists Rosa Barba and Phil Collins, filmmaker Asif Kapadia and actress and author Meera 

Syal MBE. www.homemcr.org | @HOMEmcr 

Sarah Perks is Artistic Director: Visual Art at HOME, Manchester, and Professor of Visual Art at Manchester 
School of Art, MMU. Sarah is a curator, producer and academic with significant experience of international 
contemporary visual art, independent film and engagement. A specialist in artist feature length film (setting 
up Cornerhouse Artist Film in 2011), performance and participatory art, Perks has worked extensively with 
international established artists including Phil Collins, Jeremy Deller, Stanya Kahn, Rosa Barba, Rashid Rana, 
Clifford Owens, Jamie Shovlin and David Shrigley. 
 
Louise O’Hare is interested in the potentials of art publishing strategies. Ongoing projects include Sonrisa, a 
bilingual magazine of new work by artists based in Havana and London, and Three Letter Words, a 

commissioning organisation currently developing a new online distribution channel for small-scale art 
publishers. In 2011 she founded the London Bookshop Map, a platform for disseminating work by artists who 
have included Dora García, Katrina Palmer and Hannah Rickards among others.  O’Hare is undertaking a 
practice-based PhD at Northumbria University (Funded Studentship Award 2014–17), is an associate editor 
at Afterall, and lectures on MRes Art: Theory and Philosophy at Central Saint Martins. She received her MA in 
Curating Contemporary Art from the Royal College of Art, London, in 2010.  
 

Clare Makhlouf Carter develops performance events and interventions setting up an interruptive form which 

she terms ‘organised gate-crashing’ by juxtaposing a range of knowledge bases to explore relations 

critically. She often employs temporary workers drawing out the internalised and embodied complexities of 

social and institutional relations in order to stimulate a critical institution. Recent performance events include 



 

DEMO SKOYLES (Eastside Projects, Birmingham 2015,) DEMO DISTRACTION (Learning Resource, TATE Modern 

2014,) DEMO KHAT (DIG & Institutional Loser Symposium & Performance: Anthology Live, Camden Arts 

Centre, 2014 - 2013); DEMO FABRIEK (The Scene Changes to an Empty Room, De Fabriek, Eindhoven, 

Netherlands 2012); DEMO PENFOLD STREET (Confrontational Perspectives, The Showroom Gallery London 

2012). Collaborative work includes ‘A Contract with a Heckler’ performed at five conferences 2013. Carter is 

a founding member of SPV Ltd.  Her practice-based PhD at the RCA was awarded in 2012 - 'Does She Stink? 

How do you engage with work which rejects the complacency of shared experience and benign 

relationships; and how do you document the invisible worker, the antagonist or even the stink of your own 

fear'.  

 

Chris Paul Daniels is an artist and filmmaker based in Manchester, England. His work is characterised by 

experimental documentation of communal perspectives and memories regarding geographical location. 

After graduating from the Royal College of Art in 2010, he won the Deutsche Bank Award for Art for his 

collaborative project Unravel, the longest hand painted film in Britain. Recent commissions include a 

Gasworks Gallery and Triangle Network International Fellowship in Nairobi which resulted in a sixty minute 

film Premier/Divisions which screened at Cornerhouse in 2013; and A Tiger’s Skin a solo exhibition at the 

Centre for Chinese Contemporary Art following an AIDF funded residency with Transnational Dialogues 

around China in 2014. His live collaborations for international music projects in Iceland, Sweden, and the 

Netherlands resulted in his participation in EIGHT a British Council funded collaborative project co-

commissioned by HOME, with Brighter Sound in Wuhan, China in March 2015. Chris is also a Lecturer at the 

Manchester School of Art.  

 

Michael Dean’s practice foregrounds the idea of text as an interface between the artist’s own experience 

and his audiences (displaced) experience of this in his work. His work takes the form of bookworks, posters 

and sculpture but keeps at its centre careful arrangements of evocative texts that suggest intimate 

fragments of lived experience. Dean both utilises the assumed ‘directness’ of text to communicate ideas 

and frustrates this through the use of existing and invented typefaces that serves to significantly slow the 

pace of the reader, delaying their absorption of the texts, or rendering the texts virtually unreadable. Dean 

studied Fine Art Practice and Contemporary Critical Theory at Goldsmiths College, London (1998-2001) and 

since his graduation has exhibited throughout Europe. He was born in Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, in 1977 and 

currently lives and works in London. 

 

Sunil Gupta is a photographer, artist, educator and curator based in London and New Delhi. Born in New 

Delhi (1953) and educated at the Royal College of Art (London 1983,) he has been involved with 

independent photography as a critical practice for many years focusing on queer issues. His latest solo 

show, Out and About in New York and New Delhi was at Sepia Eye, New York 2014 and his last book, Queer, 

was published by Prestel/Vadehra Art Gallery in 2011. His work was included in Paris, Bombay, Delhi... at the 

Pompidou Centre, Paris 2011 and at the Tate, Liverpool 2014. He is Visiting Professor at UCA, Farnham, UK. His 

work is many private and public collections including; George Eastman House (Rochester, USA), Tokyo 

Metropolitan Museum of Photography, Royal Ontario Museum, Tate Britain and Harvard University. 

 

Laura Morrison’s work in writing and gallery-art examines the awkward clashes between what it means to 

be vulnerable and what it means to be accountable. Drawn from personal and professional networks, the 

stories and subjects that emerge from the work involve real-life, gendered power struggles and often 

activate absurd tensions between the actual seriousness of painting and the inherent camp of self-

promotion. Morrison graduated from the MFA at Goldsmiths. Her recent projects include Magnetism at 

Hazelwood House, Sligo, Bottom Natures at Cafe Gallery Projects, London; The Conch at The South London 

Gallery; Vivian, Cape Town at CANAL/Furnished Space, London and How To Read World Literature at The 

Public School, New York. In 2014 she organised Concerning The Bodyguard, an exhibition and events 

programme at The Tetley, Leeds. Forthcoming projects include Open Sessions at The Drawing Center, New 

York; BeingRes at Enclave, London, an online portfolio for Bomb magazine (NY), new writing in Wet Knickers 

zine (UK) and for Word Processor at The Reanimation Library (NY). 

 

Yoshua Okón’s work, like a series of near-sociological experiments executed for the camera, blends staged 



 

situations, documentation and improvisation and questions habitual perceptions of reality and truth, 

selfhood and morality. In 2002 he received an MFA from UCLA with a Fulbright scholarship. His solo shows 

exhibitions include: Salò Island, UC Irvine, Irvine; Piovra, Kaufmann Repetto, Milan; Poulpe, Mor Charpentier, 

Paris; Octopus, Cornerhouse, Manchester and Hammer Museum, Los Angeles and SUBTITLE, Städtische 

Kunsthalle, Munich. His group exhibitions include: Gwangju Biennale, Korea; Antes de la resaca, MUAC, 

Mexico City; Incongruous, Musèe Cantonal des Beux-Arts, Lausanne; The Mole´s Horizon, Palais des Beaux 

Arts, Brussels; Mercosur Biennial, Porto Alegre; Amateurs, CCA Wattis; San Francisco; Laughing in a Foreign 

Language, Hayward Gallery, London; Adaptive Behavior, New Museum, NY and Mexico City: an exhibition 

about the exchange rates between bodies and values, PS1, MoMA, NY, and Kunstwerke, Berlin. His work is 

included in the collections of Tate Modern, Hammer Museum, LACMA, Colección Jumex and MUAC, 

among others. 

James Richards (based in Berlin, born in Cardiff in 1983), was nominated in 2014 for the Turner Prize for his 

contribution to the 55th Venice Biennale, Rosebud, which included close-ups of art books in a Tokyo library – 

the genitalia scratched out to comply with censorship laws. Richards weaves together his emotive films from 

a diverse range of found and original footage to explore the pleasure of the act of looking. Found VHS 

video and new imagery undergo varying levels of manipulation and repetition and, with an accompanying 

soundtrack, heighten the emotional and psychological range of the original. 

Jala Wahid is an artist and writer based in London. She graduated in 2014 from Goldsmiths College and is 
co-founder of SALT. magazine. Recent exhibitions include solo exhibition Bitter Pith, Room E-10 27, Paris; 

Cacophony of Things, Temporary Gallery, Cologne, and Sorbus Video Week, Sorbus-galleria, Helsinki.   

 
Camilla Wills (b.1985) is an artist and editor based in Brussels. Recent solo shows include Licence Licence, 
Gaudel de Stampa, Paris, and Intolerance, White Cubicle projects, George and Dragon pub, London (both 
2015). Her work was included in Welcome To The Jungle, KW Institute, Berlin; Les drames 3D grillagés, 
Triangle, Marseille; My Vocabulary Did This To Me, South London Gallery, London; Voice ~ Creature of 
Transition, commissioned by If I Can’t Dance… and Rietveld Academie, Amsterdam; and Bard Girls Can Fly, 
White Flag Projects, St. Louis (2015/14). She is currently working as part of Le Commissariat at the collective 
space Treize (Paris) in collaboration with Laetitia Paviani; their recent presentation at Treize was Sweating as 
Distribution and together they edit the journal BABY DOC. Wills edited Moyra Davey’s recent book of 
essays I’m Your Fan (published with Camden Arts Centre, London 2014), and Love Your Parasites (published 
by Paraguay Press, Paris 2015). Forthcoming is Leash Seeks Lost Bitch, a chapbook with Allison Katz and 
Gabriela Jauregui to be co-published by Sexto Piso (MX) and Song Cave press (US). 


